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CHAPTER V

CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION

From the overall of the research, the data has been obtained from the research that

has been conducted by the researcher from the interview, observation and

documentation. Thus, the researcher would be discussed about the conclusion and

the suggestion from the previous chapter.

5.1 Conclusion

Based on interview, observation and documentation in RA Zaid Bin

Tsabit Jepara especially A grade students, the researcher found some

conclusion the implementation of mind mapping strategy in teaching

vocabulary for young learners.

The first conclusion is about the students’ problems in learning

vocabularies. The main point from the problems was the students were lack

of vocabularies because the students could not mention some words, so the

student was difficult to memorize the vocabularies.

The second conclusion was about the teacher implemented the strategy

in the classroom. In this research, the teacher used mind mapping strategy in

teaching vocabulary for A grade students of RA Zaid Bin Tsabit Jepara. The

characteristics and steps of mind mapping strategy that teacher used

appropriated with the theory. Because in every meeting, the teacher always

used media such as pictures, color papers, color pencils, fruits artificial and

so on. Then, the teacher always begins to make mind mapping in the class by

drawing a central image, then main branch, after that key picture, and second

branch.

The third conclusion was about the strengths and weaknesses of using

mind mapping strategy. Teaching and learning process by mind mapping

could made the students fun in the classroom. The students also could

memorize the vocabularies and they became active in the classroom.

Teaching and learning by mind mapping helped the students to motivate

them self to study and collect new English words regularly. All the
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statements above included in the strengths of using mind mapping

strategy. Then the weaknesses of using mind mapping strategy as follows;

The used of mind mapping strategy in learning process needed a long time in

some theme, so it made the time management not good. Because it wasted

time. Then, the used of mind mapping was complicated because it needed

many tools like color papers, color markers, pictures, and so on.

5.2 Suggestion

After the researcher analyzed the data and made conclusion, the

researcher would like to offer some suggestion for both the teacher and the

students in order to make a good interaction in teaching learning process of

vocabulary. Those suggestions could be described as follows:

a. To the Teacher

1) Using mind mapping strategy in teaching vocabulary for young

learners is recommended for the English teacher. The teacher could

use the mind mapping strategy in teaching other skill like writing and

reading.

2) The teacher should create a good condition in the classroom activity.

The teacher should apply more interesting media to catch the student

attention in the learning process.

b. To the Students

1) The students should be more active to improve their vocabulary in

the class.

2) The students should be focus on the process of learning process.

Because, when the students is able to focus in the class they would

easy to understand the material.


